Flash Memory Card

A flash memory card (10) is disclosed comprising a substrate, a flash memory die (212) on top of the substrate (222), a controller die (224) on top of the flash memory die (223), and an interposer coupled to the controller die (224) and on top of the flash memory die (223) wherein the interposer (242) results in a substantial cut wire bonding to the substrate. The interposer (242) can surround or be placed side by side with the controller die (224). A system and method in accordance with the present invention achieves the following objectives: takes advantage of as large of a flash memory die (223) as possible, to increase the density of the flash card by reducing the number of wire bond pads (326, 327) on the substrate and enabling insertion of the largest die possible that can fit inside given card interior boundary; more efficiently stacks flash memory dies to increase density of the flash card (10); and has a substantially less number of bonding wires (151, 152) to the substrate as possible, to improve production yield.
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